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Surface-specific vibrational spectroscopy of the
water/silica interface: screening and interference†
Jan Schaefer, Grazia Gonella, Mischa Bonn and Ellen H. G. Backus *
Surface-specific vibrational sum-frequency generation spectroscopy (V-SFG) is frequently used to obtain
information about the molecular structure at charged interfaces. Here, we provide experimental
evidence that not only screening of surface charges but also interference limits the extent to which V-SFG
probes interfacial water at sub-mM salt concentrations. As a consequence, V-SFG yields information about
the Bsingle monolayer interfacial region not only at very high ionic strength, where the surface charge is
eﬀectively screened, but also for pure water due to the particularly large screening length at this low ionic
strength. At these low ionic strengths, the large screening lengths cause destructive interference between
contributions in the surface region. A recently proposed theoretical framework near-quantitatively
describes our experimental findings by considering only interference and screening. However, a comparison
between NaCl and LiCl reveals ion specific eﬀects in the screening eﬃciency of diﬀerent electrolytes.
Independent of electrolyte, the hydrogen bonding strength of water right at the interface is enhanced at
high electrolyte concentrations.
Introduction
In contact with water, mineral surfaces may accumulate an
excess of positive or negative charges, which in turn aﬀects the
arrangement of interfacial water molecules. Through inter-
action with the associated DC electric field, interfacial water
layers form the so-called electric double layer (EDL) which
consists of the near-surface, highly ordered Stern layer, and
the more diﬀuse outer water layers. It is clear that interfacial
chemistry, relevant for many geological and industrial processes,
is aﬀected by the reaction of dipolar interfacial molecules, in
particular water, to the surface field. The distance-dependent
potential associated to such an electric field is typically described
by the Gouy–Chapman–Stern model, assuming an exponential
decay of the potential away from the surface through the diffuse
layer, while the Stern layer is characterized by a linear drop in
analogy to a dielectric capacitor.
Associated parameters such as surface potential, surface
charge density and Debye screening length are challenging to
access experimentally. Besides potentiometric titration,1,2 Atomic
Force Microscopy3 and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy,4,5 also
non-linear spectroscopy techniques have been demonstrated to
be a useful tool for studying these kind of interfaces.6–18 As such,
we employed Vibrational Sum Frequency Generation (V-SFG)
spectroscopy for interrogating those interfacial properties, since
it allows for probing vibrational states of interfacial molecules
with sub-micrometer sensitivity and selectivity towards the
symmetry-broken interfacial layers (given by the additional
symmetry selection rule underlying V-SFG processes). Using this
technique, we study how the presence of ions changes the
composition of the EDL for water at a mineral surface. Specifically,
we aim to understand to which depth water interacts with the
surface electric field and if the intermolecular structure of inter-
facial water is affected differently by the presence of ions than that
of bulk water. For this purpose, we investigated the silica/water
interface with varying electrolyte content. Around neutral pH, the
silica surface is covered by silanol groups which are mostly
deprotonated, generating a negatively charged surface as the point
of zero charge (pzc) is pH 2.1,14
V-SFG spectra of neutral interfaces are commonly discussed
by invoking the second-order non-linear susceptibility w(2) of
involved media. Based on symmetry arguments, w(2) is zero for
centro-symmetric materials. This makes V-SFG a sensitive probe
for the first few molecular layers of e.g. water at interfaces, as
only at the interface centro-symmetry is broken. Moreover, w(2) is
proportional to molecular order and molecular number density.
However, as discussed previously,6,10,19–21 this description does
not suffice in presence of charged interfaces since surface
charges may induce an extra DC electric field, EDC, which, in
addition to the IR- and VIS- fields, EIR and EVIS, also acts on non-
linear active molecules in the proximity of the surface. This gives
rise to an additional third order (w(3)) contribution to the V-SFG
response which depends on the penetration depth of the DC
field and may even exceed the w(2)-response. As a consequence,
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the generated V-SFG signal contains a w(2) contribution from
directly bonded interfacial molecules and a w(3) contribution from
up toB1 mm away from the surface for low ion concentrations.15
In contrast to w(2), not only oriented but also isotropic water
may contribute to w(3) signal, i.e. w(3)aniso and w
(3)
iso, where the
anisotropic term reflects the DC-field induced orientation of
near-surface water, and the isotropic term the contribution
from bulk-like, randomly oriented water. As such, the V-SFG
intensity of charged interfaces does not purely reflect the
degree of interfacial order but is a convolution of field induced
reorientation and polarization:6,10,22








w(3) = w(3)aniso + w
(3)
iso (2)
It is clear from eqn (1) that the V-SFG intensity of such
systems depends strongly on the number of molecules inter-
acting with the DC electric field. That number is determined
by the strength and decay length of that field, which, in turn
are defined by the charge density at the surface and the
Debye screening length of the solution. With increasing bulk
ion concentration, the surface charges are increasingly shielded,
resulting in reduced penetration depths of the DC field.
Conversely, with increasing Debye length (i.e. decreasing bulk
ion concentration) an increasing number of molecules contri-
bute, resulting in a higher V-SFG signal. For a given surface
charge, the probing depth can thus be tuned by varying the ionic
content in the solution.
As the V-SFG signal of charged interfaces is thus composed
of a complex interplay between the bonded interfacial layer w(2)
and the diﬀuse layer w(3) response, it is a priori not clear how
these contributions are convoluted in the V-SFG spectrum. For
the silica/water interface, the correlation between V-SFG inten-
sity and bulk ion concentration has been studied experimentally
for aqueous sodium chloride solutions between 104 M and
4 M.10 The decrease of the V-SFG intensity with increasing
electrolyte concentration has mainly been attributed to Debye
screening due to the presence of electrolyte. However, a second
electrolyte concentration-dependent eﬀect has been proposed,
based on theoretical considerations and direct observation by
second harmonic scattering.15,23 At very low electrolyte concen-
trations, the probing depth can be limited by phase matching of
the V-SFG probe. Hence, as the penetration depth of the DC field
exceeds the coherence length, the signal intensity is expected to
be increasingly depleted due to destructive interference between
contributions from suﬃciently spatially separated non-linear
active molecules.15 For particularly large penetration depths,
the third order contribution vanishes completely and only the
field-independent V-SFG response of the bonded interfacial layer
(w(2)) survives.15 The V-SFG intensity may thus not necessarily
increase with number of molecules aﬀected by the DC field
as has been generally assumed,6,7,10,20,24,25 but decreases if the
DC field reaches the magnitude of the coherence length of the
probed non-linear process.15,17
Here, we provide new insights into the sparsely studied
regime of low ionic strength ([NaCl] o 5  104 M) for which
we observe an inverted dependence between ionic strength and
the V-SFG signal intensity in accordance with theoretical
predictions.15 We demonstrate experimentally that V-SFG
spectroscopy provides interfacial layer sensitivity to the silica/
water interface both for pure water and for highly concentrated
(41 M) NaCl solutions. Furthermore, we show that the overall
concentration dependence of the V-SFG intensity is similar
for monovalent cations of diﬀerent radii, however they seem
to diﬀer in their screening eﬃciency. Moreover, we observe
significant redshifts of the O–H stretch signal for high electro-
lyte concentration, which can only be rationalized by invoking
surface-specific effects. Apparently, salt has a different impact
on water molecules close to the surface than on water mole-
cules in the bulk.
Results and discussion
The top panel in Fig. 1 depicts V-SFG spectra of the silica/water
interface within the C–H-/O–H-stretch frequency window for three
different NaCl concentrations. The spectra show the typical double
peak O–H feature betweenB2900 and 3500 cm1, as discussed in
earlier studies of water in contact with silica surfaces.7–10 Due to
the absence of any C–H vibrational signatures, there is no indica-
tion of surface contamination with organic impurities. However,
we caution that the preparation of consistent silica surfaces itself
is challenging since charged surfaces might adsorb unwanted
moieties. Compared to pure water and the 1 M NaCl solution,
which show similar intensity, the signal from the 5  104 molar
solution is significantly enhanced. The presented spectra in Fig. 1
are raw data, not normalized to the spectrum of the IR pulse as
we are only interested in relative changes of the O–H-band. The
normalized spectra can be found in the ESI† (Fig. S1). For a
dilution series of 20 different NaCl concentrations, we integrate
the corresponding spectra between 2800 and 3600 cm1, and
the resulting integrated signals are plotted as a function of the
ion concentration in the bottom panel of Fig. 1.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the V-SFG intensity of the O–H-
stretching band dramatically depends on the bulk ion concen-
tration. Overall, we observe an order of magnitude variation in the
V-SFG signal upon the addition of NaCl to pure water. At both low
and high concentration, the signal is small, while a maximum in
the V-SFG intensity appears at B5  104 M NaCl. SFG experi-
ments with SPS polarization reveal a very similar trend, so that the
dependence of the SFG intensity on electrolyte concentration
cannot be accounted for by concentration-dependent orientation
of interfacial water molecules. This decrease of the V-SFG intensity
for NaCl concentrations exceeding 5  104 M has been observed
by Jena et al.10 In that study, four different regimes of ion
concentration have been distinguished (A–D). In a similar fashion,
we will now discuss our results and provide new insight into
the concentration regime below 5  104 M (A). For the high
concentration regimes (B–D), our results agree with the above
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Regime B: for [NaCl] 4 5  104 M, the V-SFG signal
decreases with increasing ion concentration due to increased
screening.
Regime C: for high ionic strengths of around 1 M, the intensity
is almost constant which indicates that the number of probed
molecules and their orientation do not change substantially within
this regime. It has been argued before that the signal in this region
corresponds mostly to the intrinsic w(2) response, providing insight
into the Stern layer of the silica/water interface.10
Regime D: for concentrations higher than 2 M, the intensity
drops more rapidly which suggests either randomization of
Stern layer water molecules or replacement by ions directly
adsorbing on the silica surface.
Regime A: in contrast to Jena et al.,10 we find that in this
regime where [NaCl] o 5  104 M, the V-SFG intensity
decreases with further decreasing salt concentration. For neat
water, we observe a very low V-SFG signal. To avoid contamina-
tion due to dissolution of silica which is known to aﬀect the
V-SFG signal,24 we flushed the cell with sample solution before
starting each measurement. This finding can be rationalized,
according to the model in ref. 15, by considering the Debye
screening length of pure water to be larger than the coherence
length of the V-SFG process in the given experimental geometry
(B40 nm) which gives rise to destructive interference and
cancellation of the w(3) contribution. As the penetration depth
of the DC field decreases upon adding salt, phase matching is
increasingly fulfilled by approaching the coherence length,
which results in a higher V-SFG intensity.
For understanding our data on a quantitative level, we
employed the model for predicting the non-linear response as
proposed in ref. 15 which uses a Gouy–Chapman description of
the EDL and phase matching condition of the non-linear
process as given by:








where EDC is the surface DC field, and Dkz represents the phase
mismatch20 accumulated for different points along the coordi-
nate perpendicular to the silica/water interface z. By performing
the integration with EDCðzÞ ¼ dfðzÞ
dz
and by considering an
exponentially decaying potential f(z) = f0(c)  exp(k(c)z)
along the z-direction (perpendicular to the silica/water inter-
face), the V-SFG intensity dependence on ionic strength can be
formulated as follows:







Besides the intensity of the involved optical beams and the
non-linear susceptibilities of water, the resulting V-SFG inten-
sity is determined by the ionic strength-dependent Debye
length, k(c), and surface potential, f0(c), (as described by the
Grahame equation) as well as the phase mismatch along
the probing depth, Dkz, whose explicit definitions are given
in the ESI† (eqn (S1)–(S3)). As can be seen in eqn (S1)–(S3) (ESI†),
the surface potential is also directly dependent on the surface
charge density, s0, and the relative permittivity of the aqueous
medium, er. For the V-SFG intensity vs. concentration curve
generated in Fig. 1, we have used s0 = 0.05 C m2 and er = 78
as suggested in ref. 15. Through comparison with our experi-
mental data, we infer a w(3)/w(2) ratio of 17.5 V1. Within the
range of reported surface charge densities for fused silica
around neutral pH, 0.06 C m2 o s0 o 0.02 C m2,2,4,14,26,27
we find that comparable intensity curves can be obtained for
22.25 V1 o w(3)/w(2) o 16.50 V1 as reported in the ESI†
(Fig. S2). These values for the w(3)/w(2) ratio seem reasonable
compared with previous studies of water at charged surfaces.20,23
Please note that for simplicity we assume that the charge density
is constant for all salt concentrations. Small variation with
concentration cannot be excluded as the surface charge density
of silica (0.06 C m2o s0o 0.02 C m2)2,4,14,26,27 is typically
around the critical surface charge density (s0,crit) above which
counterion condensation occurs.28
We observe that the shape of the V-SFG intensity vs. ion
concentration curve generated by the model agrees remarkably
well with our experimental data. As predicted, pure water shows
similar intensity as NaCl solutions within regime C (Fig. 1) while
the intensity is enhanced for an intermediate concentration
Fig. 1 Top panel: Non-normalized O–H-stretch V-SFG signal from the
silica/water interface for pure water, 5 104 M and 1 M NaCl solutions. The
black dashed lines mark the frequency at peak maximum for pure water and
the 1 M NaCl solution. Bottom panel: Integrated V-SFG signal (red) as a
function of NaCl concentration and the predicted intensity (blue solid) by
invoking modulation by charge screening and interference (eqn (4)).15 The
blue dashed line represents the considered field-independent, true second
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regime with its maximum around [NaCl] = 5  104 M. Based
on the employed theoretical framework,15 this indicates that
the w(2)-contribution (blue dashed line in Fig. 1) dominates the
pure water response and interfacial layer sensitivity is obtained
not only at short but also at very large screening lengths. In
contrast, the probing depth amounts to a few tens of nano-
meters for the maximum at 5  104 M NaCl. In its current
form, the model seems to overestimate the screening contribu-
tion of NaCl, reducing the V-SFG intensity in the B and C
regime and shifting the maximum to lower concentration than
what is observed in the experiment.
While eqn (4) discriminates between ions species with
diﬀerent valence, the eﬀect of diﬀerent ionic radii is ignored.
However, ion size not only determines the Stern-layer thickness,5
but might also be relevant for the screening ability since the ion
mobility changes with the hydrated radius. For a negatively
charged surface, the properties of the cations are especially
important.13,29 Therefore, we compare two not-too-diﬀerent
alkali ions, Na+ and Li+, where however Li+ shows a lower ion
mobility due to a smaller ionic but larger hydrated radius. In
the same fashion as presented in Fig. 1, we will now discuss the
results of two measurement series for both NaCl and LiCl
solutions which are shown in Fig. 2. Again, the integrated
signal is plotted as a function of ion concentration and the
curves are each normalized to their maximum.
Overall, the intensity curve shape for LiCl is very similar to
that already discussed for NaCl solutions in Fig. 1. However,
the curves for LiCl are shifted to slightly higher concentrations
than those for NaCl. Again, in regime B–D, the intensity
decreases with increasing ion concentration while regime A
shows inverted concentration dependence. By comparing the
two measurement series for NaCl, we find a slightly varying
ratio between the maximum intensity and the plateau in regime
A and C indicating a small variability of the surface charge on
silica, which can likely be traced to slight, unintentional
differences in the preparation of the surface.
Besides the shift of the curve toward higher concentration
for LiCl compared to NaCl, we observe a steeper intensity
increase within regime B–C which suggests that for generating
the same screening length, a higher LiCl concentration is
required than for NaCl. In other words, Na+ ions seem to shield
surface charges more effectively than Li+ ions but both are still
less efficient than predicted by eqn (4) as shown in Fig. 1.
Additionally, the intensity plateau within regime C is less
pronounced for LiCl than for NaCl. This indicates that the
bonded interfacial layer of water gets perturbed and/or replaced
more easily by Li+ than Na+ ions. In summary, we observe an
impact of the ionic radius on the V-SFG intensity curves which
seems to be a consequence of a higher screening efficiency for
larger cations with equal valence. One explanation may be that
alkali ions with larger ionic radii are less hydrated providing
higher ion mobility in aqueous media. Consequently, an external
field may attract the highly mobile Na+ ions more easily than Li+
ions. However, at short distance to the surface, Na+ seems to show
a lower surface propensity than Li+, as reflected by the O–H-stretch
V-SFG intensity plateau at high NaCl concentration. Both findings
are in line with recent atomic force microscopy studies and
molecular dynamics simulations.3,30
Second harmonic generation (SHG) spectroscopy has been
widely employed for studying the silica/water interface.6,11–14,16,17
In contrast to V-SFG, SHG probes a non-linear signal that is not
resonantly enhanced and therefore not sensitive to a particular
molecule or moiety but may result from any molecular and atomic
species present which is in particular relevant for high salt
concentrations. Generally speaking, any added substance could
cause an unintentional increase of the SHG response. Azam et al.
have shown that, within regime C, opposed to our V-SFG results,
the SHG intensity has inverted concentration dependence for LiCl
as compared to NaCl. This observation has been attributed to
ion specific effects on the surface charge.13 Boamah et al. have
demonstrated that for NaCl, the SHG intensity does not drop to
zero at high ionic strength and this has been rationalized by
assuming either dramatic changes in the surface charge density
of silica or in the relative permittivity of water in the diffuse
layer.17 Our data do not show this effect. These comparisons
seem to indicate that a direct probe of interfacial molecules or
functional groups, as provided with V-SFG, is helpful for under-
standing the decaying surface potential at charged surfaces in
contact with an aqueous solution.
As discussed above, V-SFG seems to provide interfacial layer
sensitivity at the silica/water interface for pure water andB1 M
ion concentration. As V-SFG is a resonant probe of vibrational
states, here the O–H stretching of interfacial water, the V-SFG
Fig. 2 Two experiments for two dilution series of NaCl (red) and LiCl
(blue). Top panel: Integrated O–H-stretch V-SFG signal. Middle panel:
Center of mass frequency shifts of the corresponding signals, each
referenced to the maximum signal at 5  104 M NaCl. Bottom panel:
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spectrum can provide insights into the interfacial interactions
through comparison of band frequencies. From the upper
panel of Fig. 1 it is evident that the O–H stretching band is
shifting upon changing the salt concentration. For a quantitative
analysis, we calculated the spectral first moment (‘center of mass’,
COM) for the corresponding spectra and compared changes
relative to the largest signal (5  104 and 5  103 M for NaCl
and LiCl, respectively) as depicted in the middle panel of Fig. 2.
For all measurement series, we consistently observe an
overall red-shifting O–H-stretch V-SFG band upon increasing
ion concentration – Fig. 2, middle panel. In contrast, corres-
ponding bulk spectra show a blue-shifting O–H-stretch band
as illustrated in the lower panel of Fig. 2 for IR measurements
and reported in ref. 31 for Raman. Therefore, the ion-induced
red-shift of the SFG band seems to be a purely surface-related
effect. In between these two ionic concentrations at which we
measure an SFG response originating purely from the outer-
most interfacial layer, i.e. pure water and B1 M electrolyte, we
observe a red-shift of about 60 cm1 which suggests that
interfacial water in presence of salt has substantially stronger
hydrogen bonds.
Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first experimental
evidence that interference limits the extent to which SFG
probes the interface of water in contact with a charged surface
such as silica. The maximum SFG signal is generated around
millimolar ionic strength which for a 1 : 1 electrolyte corre-
sponds to a Debye length of tens of nanometers. As a conse-
quence of interference, not only short, but also large Debye
lengths, as present for pure water, provide nearly monolayer
insight into the interfacial region. The proposed model for the
ionic-strength dependent non-linear response from a charged
surface, using previously reported surface charge densities for
silica and an exponentially decaying surface potential, can be
used for describing our SFG data. However, the decay length of
the surface potential seems to depend not only on the ion
valence: In fact, our data suggest that ions with smaller hydra-
tion radii screen surface charges more eﬃciently, while the
Stern layer water is perturbed more easily by ions with larger
hydration radii. Irrespective of the ion identity, the O–H stretch
SFG band undergoes a redshift with increasing bulk ionic
strength as opposed to a blueshift observed for bulk water
which indicates that the intermolecular structure of interfacial
water at the silica surface changes differently in presence of salt
than what observed in bulk. We interpret the observed red-shift
as a strengthening of the interfacial H-bonding structure.
Experimental methods
Spectroscopy
The SFG spectra presented in this work are recorded with an
experimental setup that uses a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier
(Solstices Acet, Spectra Physics) which generates 800 nm pulses
with B40 fs duration and 1 kHz repetition rate. For producing
broadband (B450 cm1) infrared pulses with 5 mJ, a commercial
optical parametric amplifier (TOPAS Prime, Spectra Physics) is
used together with a non-collinear diﬀerence frequency genera-
tion (NDFG) scheme. By guiding the visible upconverting pulse
through a Fabry–Perot etalon (SLS Optics Ltd), it is spectrally
narrowed to a FWHM ofB20 cm1 withB20 mJ. The SFG signal
is spectrally resolved using a spectrograph (Acton Spectro Pros
SP-2300, Princeton Instruments) and detected with an electron-
multiplied charge couple device (emCCD) camera (ProEM 1600,
Roper Scientific). All spectra are recorded in ssp polarization
combination (s-polarized SFG, s-polarized visible and p-polarized
IR) and at incident angles yVisE 371 and yIRE 331. Each spectrum
results from 10 minute accumulation. For normalization, the
frequency dependent IR field is measured on an equally prepared
silica window, coated with 100 nm chromium-free gold.
The IR data presented in the lower panel of Fig. 2 result from
ATR measurements accomplished with a Bruker Tensor II
(Platinum ATR) and are corrected for the penetration depth
in pure water by using the refractive index as reported in ref. 32.
Sample preparation
Lithium chloride and sodium chloride, purchased from Sigma
Aldrich (Z99.5%, CAS 7647-14-5) and Roth (Z99.5%, CAS 7447-
41-8), respectively, are dissolved in demineralized H2O, filtered
with a Millipore unit (resistivity = 18 MO cm). For removing
organic residues, sodium chloride is baked at 650 1C for
6 hours. Before each experiment, the (parallel faced) fused
silica window (Korth Kristalle GmbH Infrasils 302, s/d: 60/40)
is treated by UV-Ozone cleaning for 30 min. All sample solutions
are measured at least one hour after preparation to ensure
CO2-equilibration. Before each measurement, the cell (as detailed
in ref. 24) is flushed with the sample solution (Vtotal = 100 mL) for
5 minutes (500 mL min1).
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